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The Full List-  
 
Parts- 

o Soil Pipe- a large pipe which carries away waste- in kitchens, bathrooms etc.  It must 
have a fall to ensure waste flows away properly; see Approved Document Part H of 
the Building Regulations. 

o Manhole- drain access usually above joins in pipework, used for maintenance. 
o Flange- projecting collar or plumbing part- usually refers to the part around a sink tap/ 

shower tray drain/ radiator pipe- could also be called a ‘collar’. 
o Moulding- a shaped strip of wood or plaster, fitted as a decorative architectural 

feature, especially in a cornice or around a door. 
o Cornice or Coving- a piece of moulding fitted to the ceiling around the edges of the 

room.  Cornice is usually a piece which is the same depth and height.  Coving is 
usually more ornate and is either taller than it is wider or vice versa. 

o Ceiling Rose- plasterwork ceiling detail typically in the centre of a room around a 
pendant. 

o Architraves- the moulding detail around an opening- such as a door or window. 
o Skirting- the piece of wood around the bottom of a wall- this protects the wall from 

being damaged at the bottom where it is most likely to be kicked/ bashed. 
o Shadow gap- a small gap recessed into a wall of joinery- typically this would be at the 

bottom of a wall. 
o Mullion- a vertical piece of timber between casements or panes of a window 
o Transom- a Horizontal piece of timber between casements or panes of a window 
o 5amp socket- a type of socket which freestanding/ desk lamps are plugged into and 

then controlled by a light switch on the wall.  It is similar looking to a normal UK socket 
but the top of the 3 prong holes is circular, therefore only specialist or adjusted lamps 
can be used. 

o CAT 6 cable- a cable used for Ethernet 
o Dolly switch- an old fashioned on/ off switch which consists of a small switch lever 

with a ball at the end. 
o Faceplate- the cover of a switch such as a double socket or a light switch 
o Masonry- brick or stonework 
o Riser and Tread- Parts of a staircase – the tread is the part you stand (tread) on; the 

riser is the part which connects the floor/ step to the next tread up.  NB did you know- 
unequal risers in a set of stairs are very dangerous and can cause tripping.  That’s why 
Building Regs requires risers to be the same height in a stair run.  

o Plinth- a piece of joinery usually added to the top of cabinetry, to finish it off- often 
atop kitchen wall units.  

o Kick plate- usually a small piece of material added underneath joinery (such as 
kitchen cabinets) and set back.  Could also be a piece of material (usually metal) 
added to the bottom of a door, to protect it from being damaged/ kicked. 

o Base units- kitchen units which fit to the floor 
o Lintel- a piece of structural material which spans an opening, supporting the wall 

above.  Typically, above windows, doors and fireplaces. 
o Party wall- a wall which lies in the middle of two or more boundaries and is shared by 

two or more properties. For example, the wall between your home and a neighbour in 
a terraced property. 

o Rooflight- a window built into a roof; could be fixed or openable. 
o Escutcheon- a plate or shield that surrounds a keyhole/ door handle etc 
o Sconce- typically a wall light but could also be a decorative wall hung candle holder. 
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Materials- 

o Kingspan- a brand of insulation widely used 
o MDF- a type of timber typically used for joinery.  It has very poor environmental 

credentials and is unattractive unless painted.  Nevertheless, it is favoured since it is 
low cost, widely available and doesn’t expand/ move in the same way that natural 
wood does. (MDF stands for Medium Density Fibreboard) 

o Timber- could be any type of wood, usually used in reference to the wood parts of 
stud walls or joists. 

o Coir Mat- usually brown rough mat which is placed by the front door.  It can be loose 
or fitted within the floor/ across a large area.  It is extremely hardwearing. 

o Carpet runner- a piece of carpet which runs (usually) down the centre of a stair or 
hallway.  It does not touch the sides. 

o Door bar- the usually metal strip which covers the edge of a flooring material where it 
meets a different material- typically at doors. 

o Beading- this is a small piece of material (plastic or wood usually) which covers an 
edge or is used to give detail to joinery.  Often it is used to cover the edge between a 
new floor and old skirting if the new floor is not fitted underneath the skirting. 

o Downlight- usually a small LED light recessed into the ceiling. 
o Lamp- a bulb 
o Engineered wood- flooring typically consisting of a few lower layers of low cost 

timber, glued together with opposite grains to stop the wood warping with heat/ water 
etc.  The top layer is usually 3-6mm of good quality timber.  Oak is most commonly 
used in the UK.   

o Helibars- piece of steel with a helical detail, often used to tie masonry together and 
reinforce walls. 

o Caulk- ridged material when dry, typically used to fill gaps 
o Sealant- flexible material- often applied around the edge of baths, flooring. 
o WD40- oil based lubricant often used on stiff locking mechanisms and hinges. 

 
Other- 

o Herringbone- a tile or brick pattern 
o Bullnose- when two pieces of rectangular material, are joined at a 90 degree angle 

flat against each other- often used for worktop islands. 
o Mitred edge- when two pieces of material are cut at 45 degrees and fitted together at 

a right angle (like a picture frame) 
o Chamfered edge- when a straight edge is cut at a 45 degree angle. 
o Pelmet- a box with material added over the top of a curtain to hide the track. 
o Gang- how many switches on a faceplate, for example a ‘2 gang dimmer’ would have 

2 dimmer switches on it. 
o Full coverage- usually used for carpet used to cover a full stairs or landing. 
o Whipping (carpet)- when the edge of a carpet is finished with material.  Usually used 

for carpet runners  
o Bound edge (carpet)- when the edge of a carpet is wrapped with material and sewn to 

finish.  Typically used for carpet runners. 
o Directional or fixed- usually used when referring to downlights- they could be fixed 

position (straight down) or directional; meaning they can be pointed in different 
directions. 

o Warm white- typical way to describe a lamp which has a warm colour, rather than 
blue hue light – usually below 3000 kelvin. 

o FF&E- Furniture, fixtures and equipment- typically second fix items. 
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o First Fix- the first stage of fitting electric cabling and plumbing pipework- usually the 
parts within the walls. 

o Second fix- the second and final stage of fitting- typically attaching the radiator, 
faceplates, light fittings. 

o Building Regulations- minimum standards for the design and construction of all 
buildings- they are legally enforceable. 

o Planning Permission- permission from the local council to make changes to aproperty. 
o Misting system- a type of fire suppression system which typically uses a smart 

detector to detect a heat source and emit a mist of water directly onto it (less costly to 
fit/ destructive to use than a sprinkler tho not intended to extinguish fire). 

o Oxidised- when a material changes chemically because of oxygen- typically refers to 
oxidised metal finishes in taps or kitchen splashbacks.   

o Embellished- when something is made more beautiful with added details or 
ornaments. 

o Ephemera- often refers to printed items such as newspapers/ postcards/ posters used 
for art. 

o Chinoiserie- a style of decorative art based on Chinese motifs. 
o Toile de Jouy- a fabric/ wallpaper depicting country scenes typically from 18th century 

France.  Typically printed on white or light backgrounds. 
o Chaise Longue - a long/ low sofa/ chair with one arm and a back rest.  Used for 

reclining. 
o Conservation Area- an area which is protected- typically it protects old interesting 

buildings from being altered and new building is controlled. 
o Terrazzo- a material composed of cement and bits of broken material (often stone 

such as marble or glass).  It is usually sanded down and polished to create beautiful 
patterned tiles or a large floor area. 

 


